Directors of Undergraduate Programs

African-American and African Studies

Scot French
saf5g@virginia.edu
102 Minor Hall
(434) 924-3109

American Sign Language

Christopher Krentz
ck9m@virginia.edu
110 Bryan Hall
(434) 924-7105

American Studies

Maurie McInnis
mcinnis@virginia.edu
305 Fayerweather Hall
(434) 243-8651

Anthropology

Sources of Academic Help and Advice
Contacts
Association Deans
Faculty Advisors
Directors of Undergraduate Programs
Special Advising Deans
Foreign Language Coordinators
Special Advising Needs
Scheduling Advising Appointments
Getting Access to ISIS
Course Enrollment Process
Planning A Schedule
Schedule Changes (Add, Drop, Withdraw)
Degree Requirements
Classes, Grades, and Credits
Declaration of Major/Minor
For Advisors
Adria LaViolette  
ajl4h@virginia.edu  
B-10 Brooks Hall  
(434) 982-2631

Archaeology

Jeffrey Hantman  
jlh3x@virginia.edu  
205 Brooks Hall  
(434) 924-3953

Art History

John Dobbins  
dobbins@virginia.edu  
B008 Rugby Faculty Apartments  
(434) 924-6128

Art, Studio

Dean Daas  
dad@virginia.edu  
106 Dell 1 (behind Ed School)  
(434) 924-6127

Asian & Middle Eastern Languages and Cultures

Michiko Wilson, East Asia  
mnw5n@virginia.edu  
B-012 Cabell Hall  
(434) 924-4642

Dan Lefkowitz, Middle East  
dl2h@virginia.edu  
104 Levering Hall  
(434) 982-3093

Griff Chaussee, South Asia  
gc4n@virginia.edu  
B-036 Cabell Hall  
(434) 243-2019
Astronomy

Mike Skrutskie
mfs4n@virginia.edu
262 Astronomy
(434) 924-4328

Astronomy-Physics

Mike Skrutskie
mfs4n@virginia.edu
262 Astronomy
(434) 924-4328

Bascom Deaver Jr.
bsd@virginia.edu
311-C Physics
(434) 924-3781

Biology

Reginald Garrett
rhg@virginia.edu
229 Chemistry Building
(434) 982-5494

Biology, Human

Michael Timko
mpt9g@virginia.edu
044 Gilmer Hall
(434) 982-5817

Chemistry

James Demas
jnd@virginia.edu
144 Chemistry
(434) 924-3343

Classics
Jon Mikalson  
jd9x@virginia.edu  
B002, Cocke Hall  
(434) 924-3008

Cognitive Science

Dennis Proffitt  
drp@virginia.edu  
117 Gilmer Hall  
(434) 924-0655

Comparative Literature

Rita Felski  
rfei@virginia.edu  
232 Bryan Hall  
(434) 924-6622

Computer Science

David Evans  
evans@cs.virginia.edu  
236-A Olsson Hall  
(434) 982-2218

Drama

LaVahn Hoh  
lgh2b@virginia.edu  
205 Drama Building  
(434) 924-8962

Economics

Bruce Reynolds  
br3p@virginia.edu  
406 Dynamics Building  
(434) 924-6746

English
Jessica Feldman
jrf2j@virginia.edu
437 Bryan Hall
(434) 924-6663

Environmental Sciences

Jim Galloway
jng@virginia.edu
210 Clark Hall
(434) 924-1303

Environmental Thought and Practice

Thomas Smith
tms9a@virginia.edu
342 Clark Hall
(434) 924-3107

Vivian Thomson
vet4y@virginia.edu
253 Clark Hall
(434) 924-3964

French

Mary McKinley
mbm@virginia.edu
353 Cabell Hall
(434) 924-4632

German

Beth Bjorklund
bbb@virginia.edu
German Annex A
(434) 924-3530 or (434) 924-0985

History

John Mason
jem3a@virginia.edu
Interdisciplinary Majors

William M. Wilson
wmw2v@virginia.edu
107 Garrett Hall
(434) 924-3672

Italian

Cristina Della Coletta
cd4y@virginia.edu
125 Wilson Hall
(434) 924-4645

Jewish Studies

Gabriel Finder
gf6n@virginia.edu
Randall Hall
(434) 924-7146

Latin American Studies

Fernando Opere
fo@virginia.edu
110 Wilson Hall
(434) 924-4653

Linguistics

Emily Scida
ees2n@virginia.edu
130 Wilson Hall
(434) 924-4646

Mathematics

Irina Mitrea
im3p@virginia.edu
Media Studies

Andrea Press  
alp5n@virginia.edu  
Cabell Hall  
(434) 243-8861

Medieval Studies

Everett Crosby  
euc@virginia.edu  
220 Randall Hall  
(434) 924-6407

Music

Fred Maus  
fem2x@virginia.edu  
202 Old Cabell Hall  
(434) 924-3052

Neuroscience

David Hill  
dh2t@virginia.edu  
182 Gilmer Hall  
(434) 982-4728

Philosophy

Antonia LoLordo  
lolord@virginia.edu  
509 New Cabell Hall  
(434) 924-6917

Physics

Bascom Deaver Jr.  
bsd@virginia.edu
Poetry

Lisa Russ Spaar
lrs9e@virginia.edu
403 Bryan Hall
(434) 924-6625

Political and Social Thought

Michael Smith
mjs9t@virginia.edu
248-A Cabell Hall
(434) 982-2235

Political Philosophy, Policy and Law

Loren Lomasky
lel3f@virginia.edu
518 Cabell Hall
(434) 924-6925

Politics

Leonard Schoppa
schoppa@virginia.edu
148 Cabell Hall
(434) 924-3211

Psychology

James Freeman
jf7p@virginia.edu
140C Gilmer Hall
(434) 924-0447

Religious Studies

Cynthia Hoehler-Fatton
chh3a@virginia.edu
Slavic Languages and Literature

Mark Elson
mje@virginia.edu
106 Cabell Hall
(434) 924-3548

Sociology

Katya Makarova
kmakarova@virginia.edu
558 Cabell Hall
(434) 982-2762

Spanish

Ricardo Padron
rp2d@virginia.edu
119 Wilson Hall
(434) 924-7543

Statistics

Ted Chang
tcc8v@virginia.edu
119 Kerchof Hall
(434) 924-4096 or (434) 924-3222

Studies in Women and Gender

Rina Williams
rvw3k@virginia.edu
227 Minor Hall
(434) 982-2961